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So Easy to Spend, So Hard to Track
How P-Cards keep a handle on low value spend
across your business
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Out of Sight Spend
Finance automation has undoubtedly overhauled mundane
and tedious everyday tasks for finance and purchasing
teams, but some businesses are still struggling to have
visibility over low value corporate purchases made
by employees on a daily basis.
The most common means of payment for low value purchases are cheques,
purchase orders and petty cash. These methods are often expensive and
may not be appropriate for certain transactions. It also begs the question,
how much visibility do you have into the business purpose and details
of these purchases?
With some companies now having employees dispersed around the country,
keeping a handle on these low value purchases is tricky, especially if your
spend management solution isn’t centralised in one, easy-to-use solution.

1. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend

78%

of finance leaders
aren’t completely confident
that managers thoroughly
check each and every claim
submitted by employees1
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So, what can businesses do to gain control and
visibility on how much is really being spent within
the company? In this eBook, we’ll explore a few
new solutions that enable you to see where your
money is being spent, while at the same time
improving compliance and developing a positive
employee experience by eliminating manual tasks.
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Why Low Value Payments
Are a Big Deal
With employees using different payment types to pay for
lower value items, managing spend becomes more difficult.
Being able to ensure your employees are getting the most out of their spend
is almost impossible with traditional purchase methods.
When considering the relevance and importance of low value payments, think
about your spend as if you’re using a piggy bank to save money. There are
pennies inside it, but you have no idea how much is in there until it’s time
to count them up.
When a business is making lots of low value payments, this is similar to putting
pennies in a piggy bank. There is no visibility on where this money is going and
how much is really being spent. Much like the surprise of counting your savings,
the total value of low value payments can be shocking.

2. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend

81%

of finance leaders

don’t have complete visibility
over travel, expense and
invoice spend2
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Enter the P-Card
Purchasing Cards (P-Cards) can help businesses take
advantage of rebates on early payments and provide other
money-saving benefits. This has seen a growing trend
of businesses in Europe adopting P-Cards in favour
of purchase orders or credit cards.
There are many benefits for adopting P-Cards in your business:
They allow employees to spend on low value goods and services
without going through the AP process
P-Cards can be issued to individual users as they follow a typical
credit card structure
Businesses can have spending limits on single transactions
and a total spend per month
They give the ability to offer pre-approved vendors
and rebate incentives
Businesses using P-Cards to manage outgoings achieve a deeper understanding
into their spend. But reconciling P-Card statements and transactions can be
challenging and time consuming for businesses, which has led to slow adoption
and this should not be the case. If businesses want a view on employee initiated
spend, it’s time to look at Company Bill Statements.
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The Solution: Company
Bill Statements
Company Bill Statements (CBS) is an extended service
for our Concur Expense customers that allows businesses
to intelligently manage P-Card spend.
Company Bill Statements centralises the purchase card process in Concur Expense
to automate and reconcile P-Card expenses offering increased visibility across all
spend categories.
CBS allows you to:
Capture spend data from your P-Cards
Enable users to reconcile P-Card and expense transactions
Enforce policy and vendor compliance through defined audit rules
Give approvers the ability to review all employee initiated spend in the
same platform
Gain a more comprehensive view of spend to manage cash flow more effectively
Eliminate manual processes, releasing time from your AP and Procurement teams
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How CBS Smoothly Integrates
with Your Existing Solution
At the touch of a button, businesses will gain a consolidated
view of expenses through automated statement reports that
will be uniquely beneficial for your company.
Here’s how to get up and running with CBS:

Admin sets up CBS requirements by
creating a Purchasing Card Program

User validates the transaction, attaches
images, and company policy is verified

Initial P-Card charge generates
a Company Bill Statement

The statement is held until the Statement
Period closes

Additional P-Card transactions
are automatically added to
the Statement Report

User submits the statement for approval

Charges auto populate to P-Card
specific expense types as entries
are auto-itemised

Statement routes through the approval
workflow for payment
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Reaping the Benefits of CBS
Although CBS is an extension of SAP Concur solutions, the benefits will be felt across the
whole business – from streamlining your spend processes to staying confident as you grow.

BUILD COMPLIANCE INTO THE PROCESS
One solution for employee spending

Always remain compliant

By driving employee spend through one
solution, you can pull data from every
channel and gain visibility to track spend
and compliance across the board.

Use CBS to give leaders access to P-Card spend
data and define audit and policy rules to make
sure employees are staying compliant
and spending in the right places.

Automate processes on one platform

Avoid costly Audit mistakes

CBS defines and automates processes for
P-Card transactions in one comprehensive
platform – meaning capturing, approving
and auditing is efficient.

Receipts are captured in Concur Expense and
P-Card processes are then digitalised using
CBS to help you reduce the risk of errors.
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MANAGE SPEND MORE EFFECTIVELY

Simplify the process
Use CBS to consolidate detailed statements for authorised uses.

Get visibility into your cash flow
Work with Concur to establish a holistic process that incorporates
your policies, rules and workflow (just like you do for Travel
and Expense) which enables you to access end-to-end
reporting across all areas of business spend.

Expedite P-Card processes
Concur combines the wealth of data captured with a powerful
reporting platform that provides visibility that companies need.

3. Connecting the Dots on Travel, Expense and Invoice Spend

75%

of finance leaders
say their business often
exceeds expense, travel
and invoice budget3
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GIVE EMPLOYEES THE GIFT OF TIME
Intuitive user interface
CBS has an intuitive UI that maximises efficient use of screen
space to focus and guide users through the process – allowing
employees to focus on more strategic work.

Review and reconcile with ease
By automating P-Card transactions, detailed entries are
captured and generate statements so purchases can
easily be reviewed and reconciled.

60%

Reduce manual tasks for employees

is taken up with daily tasks
rather than strategy4

Once data flows into Concur Expense, back-office employees
no longer have to check transactions for the correct GL code
assignments for P-Cards, therefore reducing time spent
on expenses.

of finance’s time

Stay in policy
Reminders can be sent to employees to review and submit
statements within policy timelines.

4. Fuelling Business Growth: How UK Finance Leaders Can Drive Strategy and Avoid Risk
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BUILD A PROCESS THAT SCALES AS YOU GROW

Manage spend at scale
With users already loaded on the Concur Platform, it’s ready
to grow with organisations of all sizes in one experience.

Optimise processes across your finance teams
Managers are automatically notified of statements ready for
approval and can see all information (including policy exceptions
and receipts) from a single user interface from anywhere.

67%

Reporting

aren’t confident their expense,
travel and invoice systems will
scale with them as they grow5

Gain more valuable data with CBS and enhanced reporting
within SAP Concur so you can have better visibility over
company spend.

5. Fuelling Business Growth: How UK Finance Leaders Can Drive Strategy and Avoid Risk

of finance leaders
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A 360° View of Your Business
By using SAP Concur to effectively manage spend, you will
be able to have access to your most valuable data from
across the company, all in one place.
Budget allows you to plan for low value purchases and gives
a comprehensive view of spend before and after it occurs,
allowing teams to proactively plan.

Company Bill Statement automates and reconciles your
P-Card transactions.

With Intelligence, you can access reports to monitor
transactions and optimise spending.

End-users can attach photos of receipts directly to transactions
with ExpenseIt.
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How CBS Will Drive Businesses Towards Success
Tackling rogue spend and defining what exactly falls into the “other” category on expense claims have
proven to be problematic and challenging over recent years, but by adopting Purchase Cards and
using Company Bill Statements to reconcile the claims, you can be confident that you’re spending
money where it’s necessary and with the vendors who will give you the best prices.
Tackling rogue spend and defining what exactly falls into the “other” category on expense claims have proven to be problematic and
challenging over recent years, but by adopting Purchase Cards and using Company Bill Statements to reconcile the claims, you can
be confident that you’re spending money where it’s necessary and with the vendors who will give you the best prices.
This will equip your business to take control of pesky low value purchases by enforcing policy and vendor compliance. This process
will allow you to stay on budget and avoid overspend with near real-time visibility of spend against a budget.
Encouraging your employees to use P-Cards will also identify any spend with preferred vendors as well as noticing trends that helps
spot any new potential preferred vendors.
The benefits of P-Cards and CBS come in abundance: from your employees having time to focus on tasks that will help drive
the company forward, to having the granular data needed to plan growth proactively.

To find out more about Company Bill Statements and how it can help your business
watch this video or speak to your SAP Concur Client Engagement Executive.
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Learn more at concur.co.uk

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense,and
invoice management solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and
automate these everyday processes. The highly-rated SAP Concur mobile
app guides employees through business trips, charges are directly populated
into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated. By integrating
near real-time data and using AI to analyse transactions, businesses can see
what they’re spending, ensure compliance, and avoid possible blind spots in
the budget. SAP Concur solutions help eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks,
make today’s work easier, and support businesses to run at their best.
Learn more at concur.co.uk or the SAP Concur blog.
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